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T HE study of archaeology does not, we fear, claim as
much attention as it deserves. This is, perhaps, in

part due to the deterrent effect of its name, in part because
it is less obvious in its appeal than a society lilw the Sophists.
But it is the subject that should interest or disappoint us,
not its name; and we cannot pass judgement on its worth
till we are acquainted with its elements.

There are few, at least upon second thoughts, who will
deny that the past should be studied. Indeed, we owe so
much to it that to a large extent we are not what we make
ourselves, but what we are made by those who have gone
before us. And if we have not a knowledge of that past,
we cannot hope to appreciate the trend of the development
of our institutions and of our arts, without which we cannot
expect to enjoy them to the full.

But next term, when the Archaeological Society, besides
holding lectures, makes expeditions, there is an added
reason for joining-the certainty of seeing the countryside.
For if we would inspect the Cerne Giant, we must climb
Dogberry Hill. And thence the Blackmoor Vale with its
meadow-land and woods stretches in broad sweep from
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Holnest and Wootton Glanville at our feet, past Stourton
Caundle and Lydlinch, to Henstridge and Marnbull in the
North. Indeed the very names alone should lure us out!

1'he opportunity of killing two such flue birds should not
be let slip, all the more because our intellects, whetted by
country air and country sights, will be the better able to
appreciatet4e meaning of what we see.

We hope that next term many, even if not at present
attracted either by archaeology, or by

"meadow, grove and stream,
"'fhe earth and every common sight,"

will make a venture of faith-materially it will only cost
them a shilling,-and become members of the Society. The
expeditions will at the least refresh them; they should interest
them; and at the same time it will encourage Mr. \Vight,
who has fought manfully against the ravaging effects of
influenza and the rather doubtful enthusiasm of some
members, to make bolder plans for the Society.

We heartily congratulate Mr. Lindsay on his engagement
with Miss M. Martin, of Co. Armagh.

SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to]. E. F. Rawlins on winning the School
Latin Verse Prize.

The Steeplechases were cancelled on doctors' advice.
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The House Mass P.T. has been postponed till next term, and
the Gym. Competition was cancelled owing to lack of time.

Congratulations to the following on their XXX Blazers:-

Hindmarsh.
Woods.
Kelway.
Philp.
Anderson ma.
Chapman ma.
Lewis.
vVarner.
Cracker.
Beadon.
Cunningham ma.
Soltau.
Zair.
Martin ma.

O.S. NEWS.

Best.
Porteous.
Taylor.
Hancock
Beckett ma.
Scott.
Sheldon mi.
Holt mi..
Newman.
Way.
de Carteret.
vValker.
Rugg-Gunn.

Congratulations to 'vV. E. Tucker (b) on being elected caplain
of Cambridge XV.

P. G. Bryan-Daunt (a) has on two occasions run for Oxford
jn the past term; against the Army and Dublin University.

T. L. Binney (a) captained the Sandhurst Shooting VIII
last term with great success.

W. E. Beckett (c) has been appointed by the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs to be an assistant legal adviser in the
Foreign Office.

J. W. Gordon has been presented with a sword for weapon
training, at Sandhurst.
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BIRTH.

To Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher, a son.

MARRIAGE.

C. G. Watney (a) to Miss G. M. L. de Ward.

ENGAGEMENT.

T. R. de Ward (a) to Miss~E. F. Wade.

THE OPEN ROAD.

.. Give the jolly heaven above

.. and the byway nigh me."

[MARCH,

This outline of an idea is a lament over wasted opportunities
and an effort to suggest a remedy. All of us for want of
imagination or energy or a lead do waste days in the holidays
doing little that is worth while. Hence boredom to ourselves and
others. May I then make a suggestion based upon three non
contentious premises? We may take it that the average boy
or man:-

(a) PHYSICALLY wants to feel as a man ought to feel.
(b) INTELLECTUALLY will welcome a chance of learning

more of the romance of his own country.
(c) MORALLY feels some satisfaction in helping others.

The Open Road and Countryside await him with their
legends and history and living people to meet and greet.

I once sent fifty boy scouts in couples for a day's tramp into
different parts of Surrey with orders to take any and every
chance of helping others in farms, on the road, in cottage gardens
and so on. They retnrned late at night tired enough, but full
of enthusiasm and interesting tales.

Suppose that members of the School were to spend occasional
days in the holidays walking with three objects in view,I am
'sure those objects could be attained. They would be as above,
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. (a) PHYSICAL. As a friend said to me once, "After a few
days' walking in the open air you feel as if you could
move mountains."

(b) INTELLECTUAL. Such adventurers should be told of
and read up the novels and poetry of the country they
explore as well as some information dealing with its
history and industries, and so treble the interest of their
rambles.

(c) MORAL. They would ~eize chances of helping others for
three reasons, the good it does to those others, the
satisfaction it brings to oneself and the fact that it brings
one into real touch with living people of all classes. It
is here that the unexpected is always happening and
boredom banished, and incidentally initiative increased.

Individuals would find lots of scope; and were such rambles
successful, something might be done to encourage the collection
of information about routes and literature for the benefit of each
other.

But that is not yet. May I suggest that next holidays when
at a loss for something to do, those who have the spirit to attempt
and the intelligence to enjoy such a venture should get a friend
to join them in it, and later on, if possible, give others the benefit
of their experience?

I must ask pardon for reminding those who read this that:
(a) No one should start out who is not very well able to look

after himself.
(b) A walk with an object is ten times better than one without.
(C) If that object be a helpful one in a social sense, it will

make just all the difference; and it is obvious that stupid
people could do more harm than good by setting out in a
spirit of selfish adventure only.

Old clothes mean lower charges for food; a change of socks
will often save sore feet; a featherweight raincoat (Jihe a
Mattamac) will be a tremendous boon, and a good stick is a
good friend.

Every county has its romance, from the legends of Devon
and of the smugglers of Sussex and Hampshire through the
glories of Shakespeare's England away to the Border with its
tales of stirring deeds! It is a thousand pities that w~ know so
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little of it all, and that in Cinemas and the like we turn our
backs upon the gifts the gods have given us.

A.H.T-R.

"B "-(THE SHERBORNE) COMPANY.

THE 1sT CADET BATT., THE QUEEN'S LONDON H.EGT.

About five years ago Sherborne School took upon herself the
responsibility of " mothering" a company of Cadets in the East
End of London. It may surprise many members, both past
and present, of Sherborne School to learn that, in the heart of
the slums of Southwark, exists an organization that depends to
a great extent for its maintenance upon the goodwill and support
of those who associate themselves with the name of Sherborne.

In taking upon herself the onus of fostering this company of
cadets, Sherborne intimated that she desired to impart a
portion of her manliness, sportsmanship, keenness and public
school spirit to boys of London, who have not had the
opportunity of being at Sherborne themselves.

In view of the above, it is intended to submit regularly a
short description of the work that is being carried on in the
company by those directly responsible to Sherborne herself,
in order that any Shirburnians interested in their London
protegees may read for themselves what progress is being made.

Military drill based on infantry training and forming the chief
parade of the week takes place on J\Tondays. Physical training,
aiming to reach the high standard set at Sherborne, occupies
Wednesday's parade, \vhile Friday is devoted to firing practice
on a twenty-three yards covered range. In these three
departments, to which boxing must be added, the company
competes for inter-cadet unit, and inter-company challenge
shields. The other two nights that the club is open, Tuesdays
and Thursdays, there is no set programme, and table games
are played in the club-room.

This company forms a sports-club named·;rfter Sherborne, and
runs football and cricket teams. The bad weather of the present
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season has caused most of the matches to be scratched, but
normally we can turn out a good team: unfortunately Sherborne
influence has not yet been strong enough to make the boys play
rugger.

.1\1. de Burgh (a), E. Langdon (d) and S. G. vVoolmer (b),
have all taken commissions in the company, and with four
regular workers, we should see the club making all-round,
steady improvement. But even with this much h~lp, we still
need more, and Shirburnians past and present should come in one
evening and judge this for themselves. The elder boys,
especially those who have been lucky enough to visit the School,
welcome Shirburnians, and look upon Sherborne as a kind of
earthly paradise. Help of the other kind is also badly needed.
\Ve are always hampered in our attempted activities by lack of
funds and equipment. I am sure, for instance, that the idea of
a squad having to enter a P.T. Competition, equipped in thB
Ilsual "shirt-sleeve" and boots, would not appeal to Shirburnians.
But we are faced with no other alternative in the" Lady \Vest
l\Iemorial Shield" which starts this month, and the final of
which takes place at Olympia at the Naval and .l\lilitary
Tournament.

Shirhurnians who would like to help the Company and cannot
themselves be present, are reminded that Mr. \Vhiteley, our
excellent treasurer, is always glad to receive any contributions
however small at 34, Doro' High Street, S.E. l.

A. i\I. S. BAKEH, LT. O/C. "B" COY.

LANTERN LECTURE ON KAFFRARL\ BY
REV. F. S. DREWE, O.S.

I t was \vith great pleasure that we welcomed the Rev. Drewe
bac!, to Sherborne, after a long period of absence. III spite of
the fact that he did not excel in work or games at school, as he
himself confessed, yet his work in KafTraria shows us that one,
apparently unsuccessful at school, may prove his worth in later
life. His straightforward alllI outspoken lecture held
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everybody's attention throughout. He told us of his
discouraging reception at Holy Cross, and of the damp nights
he spent there. He was faced with the housing problem
immediately on his arrival; however, he soon overcame this
difficulty and has now built a hospital, a school, and a house
for himself. Besides this work at Holy Cross, he visits once
a week a leper colony on the coast. Considering the fact that
there are no proper roads, this must be an arduous task. The
slides, which were photographs taken by himself, were very
interesting. He is now on leave after more than five years
continuous work among the natives. We are looking forward
to another visi 1 from him in the near future.

MR. PRENTICE'S LECTURE.

On the evening of March 6th, passers by must have been
startled by slrains of unaccustomed music proceeding from
under the Library. If they had looked into the new History VI
room, they wonld have seen a cheery, spectacled, elderly
gentleman sitting on a table, playing an instrument which
seemed lo be a sort of concertina with a part of a piano keyboard
attached to it, and singing revival hymns to which the VI form
contributed a surprised but enthusiastic chorus. This gentleman
was Mr. W. J. Prentice, hitherto unknown to us, but very well
known and well loved in the London City Mission, and
especially among the coal porters in London and in many parts
of the country. He told us the story of his humble upbringing,
of his life as a poor working man, of his resolution to try and
help his comrades, and of his work for more than thirty years
among them. And as he talked and illustrated his talk with the
songs and hymns with which he attracts and influences the coal
porters, we all felt something of his irresistible attractiveness
which has made him such a power for good. If all mission
workers were not only as simple and sincere, but as eloquent,
as musical, and as humorous as Mr. Prentice, the world would
be a far brighter and better place than it is. He not only
entertained us but gave us much lo think about.
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BACH RECITAL.

31

Mr. Harold Samuel, fresh from a triumphal tour in America,
came down and gave a Recital of Bach's Clavier works on
March 7th. It was a comprehensive programme, including the
Chromatische Fantasie, with its maze of magic modulatiun:
the English Suite in G 111 illor-a magnificent example of Bach's
last word in Suite Form, ranging (as do the majority of the so
called English suites) through the wbole gamut of musical
expression-a smaJl group of the Preludes and Fugues, and the
French Suite in E flat, full of charm and vivacity.

Mr. Samuel as an interpreter of Bach is an established
master, and part of his success is due to the fact that he
thoroughly enjoys himself, and so communicates the spirit of
enjoyment, if not of understanding, to his audience. "Vords are
inadequate to describe his masterly playing of the Chromatische
Fantasie; aJl its romance and rhapsody were brought out with
loving care. Of the rest of the programme we enjoyed, perhaps
best, the Prelude and Fugue in B flat, which he played as a
encore.

It was a very real pleasure to notice the extraordinary
appreciation and interest of the School as an audience; a Bach
recital is not easy going for the ordinary mortal: but perhaps
this is just another way of saying that HaroId Samuel is a great
artist.

'vVe think it should be placed on record that this Concert was
provided by a generous donor; and we take this opportunity of
expressing the thanks, not only of the Musical Society but of
the whole School-for a gift so kind, public-spirited, and so
wise.

Programme:

1. Chromatische Fantasie and Fugue.

2. English Suite in G mi..

3. Prelude and Fugue in E ma.
Prelude and Fugue in G sharp mi.
Prelude and Fugue in D mi.

4. French Suite in E flat ma.
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JULIUS CAESAR.

[MARCH,

Julius Caesar was performed in the School room on the
evenings of March 16th, 17th, and 18th, by members of the
School, five masters and three ladies. On Monday, the Lower
School and the Girl's School filled the place, the most picturesque
of the three audiences; on Tuesday, the rest of the School,
forming the liveliest of the audiences; on \Vednesday the
Sherborne public crowded in and were much more appreciative
than they appeared to be. However, they kept their feelings
well uncler restraint.

The quality of the whole performance did not fall noticeably
below that which Mr. Tindall presented to us, and the praise due
for this (and it is a great thing to say) must be awarded to Mr.
Fox, praeter ceteros. \Ve remember also that NIr. Fox not
only had special difficulties in this short and chequered term to
fight with, but that he kept up his courage and serenity just
as Mr. Tindall used to do, cheerfully and imperturbably defying
fate. The dresses required were made in the town and
were very becoming and varied; the armour of the soldiers
(not of local manufacture) was such as Thetis might have
brought to Achilles, and the scene on the stage which the electric
light shewed to perfection was a gay and lively one. It is
needless to say that the difficult management of crowds, hostile
or enthusiastic, of murderous-minded conspirators, and the
stagecraft generally was admirably ordered by Mr. Fox, and
would have been still better if the actors could have had more
rehearsals and a few more evenings.

}'vIr. Fox himself took the part of Antony. It was a good
sound piece of work, but he was handicapped by want of
rehearsals and so was less moving in the great scenes than he
should have been. His make-up, which completely disguised
him, did not please everybody, but that could not be expected.
Generally speaking, he did not see:n to get quite inside the
character, as he had done in acting Falstaft or First Grave
digger. Casca, (Mr. O'Hanlon) was probably the most finished
of the actors. His grim relentless face, which never forgot the
part it played, was a thing to dream of o'nights. But all the
magisterial order came out strong. Mr. Bensly especially was
a terrible Bolshevik, softening with shameful rapidity, like the
rest of the mob, at the mention of Caesar's \Vill. Shakespeare
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looked on mobs with good-humoured indulgence; he did not,
as we do, consider that you could get divine wisdom by simply
counting' heads.

Fraser, as Brutus, suffered from the effects of Influenza.
This seemed to interfere with his force of character in some
scenes. But he was excellent in all tender scenes, especially
with the page Lucius. He too deserves a laudatio. So also
does Cassius (Balfour). This actor possesses an attractive
personality and a clear and very audible voice. All must have
enjoyed his acting as much as this reporter did. The Quarrel
scene of these two, when all hate was gone, was one of the most
moving parts of the play. Next perhaps, we may choose the
ghost scene. In this the boyish Caesar was seen to great
ad vantage, as was Brutus. Caesar indeed acted well throughout,
but till he was murdered scarcely looked his part. This, we
may say, was Shakespeare's view. Caesar's spirit was impres
sive and mighty, but his bodily presence was not, any more
than the remarks which the poet has put into his mouth.

Though Julius Caesar is not a heroine's play, Portia looked
charming, and with less self-consciousness will act charmingly.
Calpurnia (Mrs. \Vebb) should have taken a stronger line
with her boyish husband: she looked quite stately. Finally
Miss Jean Carey, camouflaged as the page, sang most touchingly.
Altogether-Florcat Shirburnia and her histrionic tradition!
:May there never be lacking the young player that struts and
frets his hour upon our stage.

H.R.K.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The activities of the Society were somewhat hampered during
the earlier part of the term by illness. 11r. Ross was unable
to give a lecture on "Sicily," but it is hoped that it is only
postponed. To fill the gap thus caused, Mr. Parry-Jones at
short notice gave a short recital of songs, which the Headmaster
kindly allowed to take place in his drawing room.

On February 18th, Mr. H. H. Brown spoke to the Society
on " English Village Life in the l\Iiddle Ages." He described
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the arrangement of a typical English Manor as it existed until
the time of the Black Death. dwelling on the precariousness of
life at a period when each manor depended entirely on its own
harvest. In his view, in the spring the young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of-green vegetables. We were told
something of the roughness of life in the country, and of the
squalor of the towns.

On March 11th, Mr. Hope Bagenal, A.R.LB.A., well-known
as an expert on Acoustics, gave his lecture which the pre.valance
of influenza had postponed. His subject was " The
Architectural History of the House of Commons," and the
lecture was illustrated by a number of beautiful lantern slides
of the various buildings which have from time to time stood on
the site of the present Parliament Buildings.

The lectures have been well attended, especially the latter,
at which we were pleased to see a number of friends from the
town: it is hoped, however, that more members will join next
term.

The publication of the" Guide to Sherborn_e and Yeovil," of
which something was said in a recent numberof the Shirburnian,
is still delayed, owing to the failure of the Iftinters to supply
the maps.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV (1924-25).

F. H. \VRIGHT (1922-3-4-5). An energetic and popular
Captain, who had much to do with and deserved an excellent
season. It is difficult to estimate how large a part his sterling
defence played in the success of the side. A sound player
throughout, he will become a first class centre, if he can increase
his pace. (Is leaving.)

J. P. WHITHAM (1923-4-5). A great School full back,
possessing every requisite for the position. With coolness,
pace, strength and neatness, he has sufficient knowledge of the
game to avoid the unorthodox in bigger football. His career
at Oxford will be watched with great interest here. (Is leaving.)
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]. A. NUNN (1923-4--5). Has developed into an ideal School
fly-half, and with good fortune and determination may well win
the highest honours. Knows all the "moves" thoroughly and
varies his attack with judgement. Perhaps he would do well
to concentrate rather more on defence. (Is leaving.)

]. KENDAL (1923-4--5). A very sound and willing, though
still somewhat clumsy, forward. Plays his hardest from start
to finish. (Is leaving.)

B. VI. B. SHARPE (1923-4-). A very neat and much improved
forward; often conspicuous in the open, where, however, he
was still inclined to too gentle methods. (Has left.)

R. A. KINNERSLY (1924--5). A light but very dashing
forward, is always on the ball and tackles low and hard.

T. E. H. PANTON (1924--5). Too light to be very effective
at present, but proved useful as a " hook," and went invariably
the whole way. (Is leaving.)

A. H. L. BAKER (1924--5). Came on a great deal and became
a quite aggressi ve wing three quarter. A good tackler, but must
learn to kick with both feet.

]. E. F. RAWLINS (1924--5). Although his defensive play
improved, it was never equal to his attack, where hIS great pace
made him frequently dangerous. A very fair kick. (Is leaving.)

R. D. LEAN (1924--5). vVith greater weight and vigour will
be a really good forward. A good, if too slow, dr~bbler; weak
in tackling. An excellent place-kick.

G. C. \Y. NEVE (1924--5). A heavy forward who improved
out of all recognition towards the end of the season. Often
prominent at the line-out. (Is leaving.)

]. HIGGlr-;SO~ (1924--5). If he can learn to start more
quickly, he will become a very good scrum half indeed. Passes
out well, and is fearless and ubiquitous.

P. E. DEVITT (1924--5). A determined and keen wing three
quarter who needs more pace and judgement. Is probably
better suited for the centre position.

]. L. G. \YEALL (192+-5). A heavy and powerful fonvard.
Lacks pace and neatness and hardly uses his strength to the
best advantage in· the open. (Is leaving.)
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C. J, A. T. CLIFF (1924-5). Did not fulfil his early promise,
probably owing to some weeks' absence from the game, but
shapes now like a most promising forward for next season.

FOOTBALL.

THIRD'S.

FIRST ROUND.

BENSLY'S v. FOX'S.

Bensly's beat Fox's by 3 goals (15 points) to 2 tries (6 points).
Ashdown, vValley and Keary scored for Densly's, and Tallent

kicked three good goals. Smith scored hoth Fox's tries, but
neither were converted.

Ashdown was the best of Bensly's backs, who all played very
well. Both packs were evenly matched, but Fox's backs did
not make fullllse of their opportunities.

The teams were :-

Bellsly's--Peck (capt.), back; Simmonds, \Valley, Ashdown,
three-quarter backs; Tallent Thomson, half-backs; Keary,
Peters, Bax, \Vigan, Taylor, Harvey, forwards.

Fox's-Gladden, back; Helbling, Grieg, Hudson, three
quarter backs; Shaw, Godfrey, half-backs; Jones (capt.),
Smith, Wagner, Radford, Millar, Gill, forwards.

ROSS' v. ELDERTON'S.

Ross' won this game very easily by 26 points-nil. Their
fOrwards were magnificent, Hawes ma. and Bellamy in
particular. The outsides handled the wet ball remarkably'well,
both Sharpe and N unn making good runs. Both full backs were
good, although their kicking was rather weak. For the losers
Martin quart. played well at forward. Nunn (3), Sharpe (2),
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\Voolcombe (2) and Davies scored tries for Rass,' of which
Sharpe converted one. Elderton's were unfortunate not to
score a few times.

Ross'-Hawes mi.; Sharpe ter1., Nunn mi" \Vest: \Vilson,
\Voolcombe; Hawes ma, (capt.), Peter-Hoblyn, Davies mi.,
Ashmore mi., Bellamy, Hunt.

EldertOll's-Boome; \\Tarren ma., Davies ma.. \Voolmington;
Bown mi. (capt.), Puclde mi.; Martin quart., Crees, Croly,
Martin tert., Hind, Beckett mi.

SECOND ROUND.

CAREY'S v.' BENSLY'S.

Played on Monday, vebruary 23rd, on No. 4- and
resulted in a win for Bensly's by 15-3. Carey's had the better
of the game, their forwards being especially good. Bensly's
oUbides, however, made good use of their opportunities, and
found no difficulties in getting throngh the Carey's defence,
which was very weak. For Bensly's, Ashdown (2), Simmonds,
Tallent and \Valley scored, while Sharpe scored for Carey's.

ROSS' v. O'HANLON'S.

Played on Monday, March 2nd, Ross' winning by 4-8 points
to nil.

During the first half Ross' dominated the game, their forwards
heeling well and their outsides scoring eight tries, four of which
were converted. However, O'Hanlon's put up a good fight, and
held their own for most of the second half.

vor the winners, the outsides all played well, especially Sharpe
and \Vilspn , while Hawes ma. was prominent among the
forwards. Dum'ille, at stand-off half, and Vine, leading the
forwards, played the best game for tbe losers.

Tries were scored by Sbarpe (6), \Vilson (+), \Vest (1), and
Hawes ma. (l).
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Ross'-Bawes mi.; \Vest ma., Nunn mi., Sharpe mi.;
\Vilson mi., Woollcombe; Hawes ma., Davies mi., Bellamy,
Ashmore mi., Peter-Hoblyn, Hunt.

O'Hcmlon's-Cruddas; Duff, Godwin, Carse; DUllville,
Saunderson; Vine, Davis tert.; Tennant, Hardy, Harris mi.,
Hicks.

THIRD ROUND.

ROSS' v BENSLY'S.

Ross' won this by 3 goals and 3 tries (24 points) to 1 goal
(5 points). Bensly's were most unfortunate in losing Simmonds
after a few minutes play. Keary came out of the scrum and
took his place. \VooIcombe scored ,lll llnconverted try far out
for Ross' after a few minutes play. \Vilson increased the lead
five minutes later with an unconverted try. Bensly's pressed
hard, but Sharpe broke away and was collared by Peck near the
try line. Shortly afterwards Sharpe added three more points.
A few minutes later Tallent scored a clever try for Bensly's,
which he converted. Half-time came with Ross' leading by
4 points. Bensly.'s started the second half well, but began to feel
the strain of a weakened pack. Sharpe scored three further
tries for Ross,' which he converted. Of the forwards Hawes ma.,
1-1 llnt and Davies were prominent; of the outsides Sharpe was
good, and Hawes mi. safe at back. Bensly's outsides were
unlucky in not scoring more than once, both halves being good.

Bensly's-Peck (capt.); Ashdown, \Valley, Simmonds;
Tallent, Thomson mi.; Keary, Peters, Bax, H-Davies, Han'ey,
and Wigan.

Ross'-Hawes mi.; \Vest ma., Nunn mi., Sharpe tert.;
Wilson mi., \VooIcombe; Hawes ma. {capt.), Peter-Hoblyn,
Davies, Ashmore mi., Bellamy and Hunt.

CHALLENGE ROUND.

ELDERTON'S v O'HANLON'S.

Played on Thursday, March 5th, and resulted in a walk-over
for Elderton's (51-3).
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O'Hanlon's were playing a weak side, but even so, with the
exception of Dunville and Vine, who played very well at times,
they were disappointing, especially in defence.

Elderton's scored tries at their own free will, and the halves
Puclde mi. and Newbery, played very well. Bown mi. was
prominent on the wing.

Of the forwards Crees and Martin qnart. played well.

Elderton's-Boome; Bown mi., Davies, Warren ma.;
Newbery, Puclde mi.; Martin quart., Crees, Hind, Beckett mi.,
Croloy, Martin tert.

O'HaIl1oll's-Cruddas: Duff, Davis, Carse; Dunville,
Godwin; Vine, Marsham, Harris mi., Hicks, Tennant, Hardy.

FOX'S 'tI CAREY'S.

Played on No. 4 on Thursday, March 3rd, with the
result that Carey's won 29-1. Fox's lacked combination they
held Carey's in the first half, but were outplayed in the second.
Carey's forwards were good in the open, especially MacCarthy
mi. and Gould. The three-quarters, of whom Taylor tert. was
the best, passed better in second half than in first. For Fox's,
Greig (2) and Helbling (I) scored, while for Carey's, Taylor (+),
de la Condamine (I), l\facCarthy mi. (1), Shiel (I).

CAREY'S 'tI ELDERTON'S.

Played on Saturday, February 28th, on No. 3 with
the result that Carey's won 17-3. Carey's had the better of
the game forward, but the three-quarters were often held up by
the good collaring of the opposing three quarters, who defended
well, but had little opportunity of attacking. Elderton's forwards
were rather weak in the tight, though Martin quart. was
prominent in the open, but Puckle mi., at scrum half, played
well and stopped many rushes.

For Elderton's,Bown scored, and for Carey's,Davis-Taylor(3),.
Tilby (l) and de la Condamine (1).
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FINAL ROUND.

The Final of the Thirds, played on Tuesday, 10th, and
resulting in an easy win for the School by 41 points to nil,
must have been a disappointment to the House supporters.
Their champions, with very few exceptions, quite failed to rise
to the occasion, possibly never recovering from the first minute,
when VIest was allowed to score a really ridiculous try close to
the posts. Sharpe proceeded to convert this try as he did six
others, two from a fair distance out. The House forwards
began to move their feet a little after this set-back, and
le lVlarchant was prominent. They were well supported by
Brown at scrum half, who, however, considering the weakness
of his outsides, did not attempt enough on his own. His vis-a
vis fed \\'ilson excellently throughout the match, and the latter
made the best use of his pace and hands, though he made too
many mistakes in kicking on the attack later in the game. Apart
from occasional bursts of attack by the House forwards, and
rarely useful attempts at passing by a painfully slow set of backs,
the School backs dominated the game. It was chiefly due to
them that tries were added at fairly regular intervals, though
Ashmore, Hawes, Peters, and Davis, at the line-out, were good
amongst the forwards, and showed a better knowledge of the game
than their opponents.

The best try of the match came just before half-time, when
a movement starting from a line out on the half-way line was
carried down to the left wing, where Sharpe crossed.

At the beginning of the second half the House began to show
glimpses of the dash which had beE;P expected, but they
were still too uncertain and muddling in the centre to give their
wings any chance. Once Sandilands broke away, alltl running
with determination, was only tackled from behind after a dashing
effort. Apart from this run, andoneor two lucky breaks-away,
the House never looked dangerous.

It was left to the School backs to finish the match with some
more good play, after a lapse of poor passing, and \Vilson
crossed twice, Tallent also showing dash and knowledge of how
to make an opening.

It was in fact at fly-half and at centre that the School had
the advantage which enabled them to win so easily, especially
as their two wings both made the most of their chances.
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Though out-played by his more experienced opposite number,
Beattie at full back tackled and saved very pluckily. Peck
played with great dash.

FINAL XXX GAME.

Played on March 7th.

The conditions under which this game was played this year
were new, one side (\;Vhites) being built up round those XV
colours who will be here next season, the other (Colours)
consisting of those leaving, with one or two masters.

A strong wind interfered considerably with the play, which
was very scrappy at the commencement, but improved in tbe
second half. vVhites were the heavier pack, and gained
possession fairly regularly, but slow heeling and faulty handling
prevented any score for some time. Eventually, Puckle cut
through and passed to Higginson, wbo sent Cliff over, though
too far out for Lean to convert.

\Vright made a lot of ground for Colours on more tban one
occasion, but the final pass always went astray, and \Vhites
scored three more tries in the first half, through Bayley,
I-ligginson and Baker. Lean converted two (16-0). Colours
did not deserve to be 16 points dowo, as their forwards had
done well, \Vestlake and Randolph leading many good rushes.
vVhites scored one of the best tries of the match immediately
after half time, Baker making a good run from an opening made
by Spedding. This was converted by Lean (21-0). Colours
at last scored, through l\fr. Randolph (21-3), and were unlucky
not to score again. \Vhites scored two more tries, neither ;f
which were converted, through \Voods and Lean, and eventually
won by 27-3.

The chief points of Cl not very interesting game were the fine
play in the" loose" of Cliff, who was easily the best forward
on the field, Bal,er's runs, the intelligent backing up of
Higginson, who had a large share in at levst three of his side's
tries, and Lean's place kicking.

Pnckle did some good things, and cut through well, but
generally held on too long. His centres, however, were partly
to blame, as they often lost touch with him. The forwards
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began badly, but improved; the hooking, however, left a good
deal to be desired. Evans was the better of the two backs.
The game showed considerable promise, if the forwards learn
to tackle far harder.

Whites-R. C. F. Witherby; A. H. L. Baker, P. E. Devitt,
C. r.1. R. Spedding, Bayley; D. C. R. Puclde, ]. Higginson;
R. D. Lean. C. J. A. T. Cliff, R. H. Kendal, E. C. Alderton,
G. E. Garrett, \Voods, Kelway, Philp.

Stripes-Anderson, ma.; Kennedy, F. H. \Vright, J. E. F.
Rawlins, Pryde; D. A. Balfour, L. B. Dyball; M. E. K.
Westlake, Esq., J. H. lhndolph, Esq., J. Kendal, T. E. H.
Panton, G. D. P. \Vhiteley, D. C. MacGillivray, K. Bown,
\Varner.

ACROSS.

1. A part of every cobbler's gear.
2. A famous Derby winner here.
3. Goddess of mischief, hot from HelL
4. Thus turtle-doves their amours tell.
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5. This was begot when Shelley mused.
6. How sweet the crop this one produced.
7. A Scottish lad and this his name.
8. This virtue Churchmen oft proclaim.
9. So speaks the villain, while we hiss.

10. How very singular is this!

DOWN.

1. Thus ahvays let quotations be.
2. A dusty Blackamoor is he.

11. Once copper, now a tale of years.
12. This simply means" She sheddeth tears."
13. The feminine article this side Rhine.
14. This is the same as number 9.
15. vVatch the lasso! The cowboy throws!
5. This a reward the king bestows.

16. A beverage you should drink first thing.
17. This was the fate of England's l,ing.
18. Enunciate this clear, concise.
19. Up man and act!
20. It is not nice

To wear such clothes when shooting grice.
J. c. M.

[\Ve print the above in deference to the passing craze; but
it must be understood this fact does not create a precedent for
the future publication of similar puzzles.-Ed.]

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrlliall do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shirbllrlliall.

Dear Sir.
I agree entirely with Trio about this year's Commemoration Day. \Vhy

has it been fixed for a \Vednesday? There is a rumour running through
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the School that it is due to a School Cricket Fixture. If this rumour is
correct, is it not strange that one cricket fixture should be cousidered of
more importance than Commemoration? If this rumour is not correct I
think members of the School should be informed of the real reason of such
a change before it is made. May I also record what Trio said about boys'
fathers. Many fathers and O.SS. are in business all the week and the only
time they can come down to Sherborne is at week-ends. Surely,
Commemoration is a time when parents, boys, old boys and masters,
should be together?

Hoping this will receive some due consideration.
Yours truly,

CONSERVATIVE.

Dear Sir,
I am writing about a grievance which I know has been felt for some

time by many members of the School. The time for Physical Training is
from 10.50 till 11.5 and no longer. Some class leaders, either from an
inability to get through the tables, or to teach the backward members of
their classes, have taken it upon themselves to dismiss their classes any
time from 11.6 till 11.10. This leaves very little time for changing and
getti,;g into School.

Could anything be done to remedy this? Perhaps the tables are too long.

Yours etc.,

PLEBS.

Sir,
I would like to associate myself with T. M. Horsfall's letter which

appeared in the last number of your paper, on the subject of the suggestion
that the Terminal Leaflets of the Old Shirburnian Society should be sent
only to members of the society who had left the Scoool within the last ten
years. I trust that nothiug more will be heard of the suggestion. I
personally, always read the leaflet with the greatest interest and I keep it
oe my mantlepiece for reference. It is a link with Sherborne which I would
very much miss.

May I add, Sir, that the Shirburnian is another link with Sherborne
which I much enjoy.

Yours very truly,

HARVEY F. PLANT.

Sir,
The •. Field" nowadays does not appear to be publishing results of

cricket and nIgger matches except in the case of first-class teams.
Old Shirburnians in England can learn results of School matches from

the" SI'ortsman .. etc., but those Overseas are depentlent on the" Field."
Is there any difficulty in getting the results of all School matches

reported in that paper?
Yours faithfully,

JESTON HOMFRAY.
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THE IDEAL SCHOOLMASTER?

Yours icily,

SNOWMAN.

Dear Sir.

If any of your readers happens to be strolling about Suffolk in the
holidays, and finds himself near East Bergholt Church, will he (if so
inclined) verify the following lines on a mural tablet commemorating John
11allinson, Paedagogus, killed by the bursting of a gun in 1723.

" Profuit et placuit,
.. Miscebat et utile dulci.
,. Discipulis terror
.. Deliciaque Suis."

A stout old lad!
Yours truly.

VIATOR.

CHAPEL WINDOWS.

Dear Si"r.

The callous gentleman of murderous tendencies who suggests more open
windows in Chapel cannot, I think, sit anywhere near the middle seats.
Strong men have been sent to sick beds, hardy gentlemen have been seen
to blanch (and even to retreat altogether from Chapel) on seeing the windows
open on every side with Boreas screaming its way through and through
the shivering victims of Somebody's thirst for human sacrifice.

No, Sir, it can't be done. If your correspondent is unconvinced. will
he and the Somebody responsible for the opening and shutting of windows,
change places with me? I will pay his funeral expenses with the greatest
possible satisfaction.

Dear Sir,
\Ve all know from our Biblical studies that to cast pearls before swine

is foolish. The ordinary schoolboy. however. though perhaps comparable
at times to a swine. is nevertheless blessed with a certain power of
discrimiuation, so that if he is told that they are real pearls which are
cast before him and not imitations, he will do his best to refrain from
trampling on them. \Ve should therefore. as librarians like to point out
that the chairs in the School Library are geuuine Chippendale work: and
we venture to hope- that they will receive in future better treatment than
they appear to have received of late.

Yours etc.,

LIBHARIANS .. A .. and" B."
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The School House (~).

James', Curteis', Wood's, \Vhitehead's, Vhldman's, Carey's (b).
Tancock's, \Vilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).

Milford's, Ross's (g l.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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